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the remake removes the cheat device used to add unlimited gold, but adds new items such as a new
type of armor and an arm accessory that can be used to instantly gain weapon power. there are also
new items that can be found during the game. besides the new arm accessory, the player can also

equip one of four different types of accessories to increase a character's attack power. the
accessories are listed below. accessory damage level description glove 1 increases the attack power

of the character's melee weapon. glove 2 increases the attack power of the character's melee
weapon. glove 3 increases the attack power of the character's melee weapon. arm attachment 5

increases the attack power of the character's weapon. secret of mana was designed to be a
seamless game that could be finished within four hours. the remake attempts to recreate this by

removing all save points and checkpoints so that the player can resume the game from any point as
long as they have saved the game. the game's status bar and inventory are also removed, and the
player's progress is shown using the the characters' hit points. a lot of experience gained during the

original game is now carried over to the remake, which makes it easier for new players to start
playing the game. there are still hidden dungeons that can be accessed after the player has

completed the game, which contain an assortment of items that can be used to upgrade equipment.
in addition, some items can be found in the overworld when entering a certain cave. there are also
hidden small dungeons located throughout the overworld that can be accessed by opening the map

screen. enemies can be found in the overworld or in hidden small dungeons, and the player will
encounter a variety of monsters ranging from common enemies like goblins and dogs to more

powerful creatures such as dragon knights and basilisks.
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was released in august of
1993, and the title

launched in north america
in november of the same
year. secret of mana was
received very well, with

many praising the game's
graphics and soundtrack.
although the game was a
commercial success, its
dark and mature content

was not as warmly
received. the nes version

of secret of mana was
released in december of
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1994 in north america, and
featured slightly altered

game play. the game was
also changed in terms of
its content to be more
suitable to the target

audience. a few changes
included adding more

cutscenes, replacing the
more mature script with a
pg-13 version, and adding
a quest for mercury, the
roman messenger god.

despite these changes, the
content was still deemed
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too extreme and the game
was pulled from the
shelves within a few

months. this game was
also notable for being the

first time that the japanese
version of a game was not
released on american soil.
the snes remake of secret
of mana was released in
japan on december 21,

1996, and was ported to
the sony playstation and

microsoft windows
platforms in 2000. the
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remake was a commercial
and critical success, and at
least three of the game's

music tracks were released
as singles. one of the most
prominent changes of the
remake is the addition of a
battle system, which was
added to the game for the

first time in the north
american version. the

remake also improved the
game's text quality by

using the "super mode 7"
translation filter, and it
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also added voice acting.
the playstation version was

later released in north
america, europe, and
australia. 5ec8ef588b
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